AsyncOS for Web 8.0.6 Hot Patch 2
Build 8.0.6-123

Published: January 14, 2015

Upgrade Path
You can upgrade to 8.0.6-123 from this build:

- 8.0.6-119

Fixed in Hot Patch 2

- Proxy using 100% CPU with very low request rates. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCup88001]
- WSA Doesn't Respond Well To SNI Error. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCup78307]
- UnassignXMLSoft libxml2 String Substitutions Remote Denial of Service Vulnerability. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCum47296]
- Proxy crash under WSA soak test “PackOutgoingChunkSize.” This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCuq66187]
- CVE-2014-7169 ShellShock (GNU Bash) on the WSA. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCur02365]